Systematic review of measurement properties of patient-reported outcome measures used in patients undergoing hip and knee arthroplasty
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Objectives: To identify patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) that have been developed and/or used with patients undergoing hip or knee replacement surgery and to provide a shortlist of the most promising generic and condition-specific instruments.

Methods: A systematic review of the literature was performed to identify measures used in patients undergoing hip and knee replacement and extract and evaluate information on their methodological quality.

Results: Thirty-two shortlisted measures were reviewed for the quality of their measurement properties. On the basis of the review criteria, the measures with most complete evidence to date are the Oxford Hip Score (OHS) (for patients undergoing hip replacement surgery) and the Oxford Knee Score (OKS), with OKS-Activity and Participation Questionnaire (for patients undergoing knee replacement surgery).

Conclusion: A large number of these instruments lack essential evidence of their measurement properties (eg, validity, reliability, and responsiveness) in specific populations of patients. Further research is required on almost all of the identified measures. The best-performing condition-specific PROMs were the OKS, OHS, and Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index. The best-performing generic measure was the Short Form 12. Researchers can use the information presented in this review to inform further psychometric studies of the reviewed measures.
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Introduction

Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are increasingly required to have adequate evidence of measurement properties following rigorous methodological standards.１⁻⁶ Whether used for research purposes (eg, in clinical trials), audit, or in clinical practice, PROMs should be chosen carefully after close inspection of evidence of their method of development, validity, reliability, responsiveness, context, and purpose.

Evolving standards of the acceptable evidence of measurement properties, coupled with selective reporting of such evidence in validation studies, somewhat complicate the choice of the most appropriate outcome measure for researchers and clinicians. For a researcher or a clinician who wants to choose the best outcome measure, keeping track of all the relevant literature sources can be challenging. Furthermore, repeated adjustment in the criteria of what is currently considered evidence of good measurement properties, coupled with the (mainly past) selective tolerance of “psychometric language” by some journals – so that not all relevant information has necessarily been
published – makes the task of evaluating the best outcome measure for a specific purpose even more difficult.

The consequence of this lack of consensus about the minimum psychometric standards for a measure can be that researchers or clinicians can choose an unsuitable or a poor outcome measure for the intended purpose (eg, for a particular clinical trial). Results obtained using the inappropriate outcome measure are then incorporated into clinical decision-making models, which have the potential to influence patients’ lives. Outside of the obvious scientific error, the issue introduces clear ethical concerns and implications.

The evolution of PROMs methodology and proliferation of various instruments over the years may have led to some confusion when choosing an appropriate measure for a data collection exercise (eg, audit/registry) or a research study. While the orthopedic literature is awash with different scoring systems and outcome measures specifically used for assessing the outcomes of hip or knee arthroplasty, not all measures have evidence of, or reach, even the minimum psychometric standards for their proposed uses. Indeed, to date, only a few measures for assessing the outcome of hip or knee arthroplasty have been shown to meet some of the criteria applied in reviews of their measurement properties.

The aims of this report are to identify and evaluate English-language versions of PROMs, which have been evaluated with patients undergoing hip or knee replacement surgery and to provide a comprehensive profile of their measurement properties.

Methods
Identification of studies
A sensitive filter for finding studies on measurement properties was used to search MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, and AMED. ProQolid, Oxford PROMs Database, Dare, and Econlit were also searched using a combination of MeSH and free-text terms. The search was conducted in May 2014, was limited to English language, and no time restrictions were set. MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, and AMED were searched using an adjusted methodological filter through OVID (Supplementary material 1). Handsearching of titles of the following key journals in the 6 months preceding the search was also conducted: Health and Quality of Life Outcomes, Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (Am and Br), and Journal of Arthroplasty.

Screening of articles and instruments
Titles and abstracts of all identified articles were assessed for inclusion/exclusion by two reviewers (KH and EG). Agreement between reviewers was assessed on a test screening sample. Agreement was tested on a subsample of 313 abstracts. The first round of testing yielded a 77% agreement rate, and the second round yielded a 99% agreement rate, between the two reviewers. Full texts of the articles that are to be included in the review were retrieved. Inclusion criteria were

- The instrument uses a standard scoring system (representing indices or scales).
- The instrument is already available and has been used in clinical settings or research to assess adult (>18 years old) patients prior to hip or knee replacement.
- The instrument has been validated for the English-language population.
- The study design is principle development, concurrent revalidation, or a prospective study of a score with information on its measurement properties (eg, reliability, validity, and responsiveness). Retrospective studies (except historical cohort studies) were excluded.
- Sample size in the study was >50 subjects/patients.

Titles and abstracts were obtained relating to any tools identified at this stage, and these were scrutinized using the aforementioned inclusion criteria. Two members of the team conducted their inclusion criteria. The same methodology was applied on full-text documents for their inclusion in the review, as well as in the case of abstracts that were identified but where initial abstract-based information led to uncertainty or disagreement between assessors.

Selected full-text articles were then screened for all measures that were used in analyses. The aforementioned inclusion criteria were applied on the list of identified measures. Furthermore, the following exclusion criteria were applied on the initial list of measures.

- The assessment is not patient reported and requires the patient to be assessed on each/every occasion by a clinician.
- The assessment requires some kind of technical information or equipment (such as MRI scan or X-ray report), which might not always be available or standardized, or which might not make sense as part of an assessment conducted at both pre- and postoperative stages.
- The measure is not capable of demonstrating patients’ “capacity to benefit” – because it was not designed to be a health status/outcome measure, and therefore cannot measure change, for example, purely retrospective measures were excluded.
Instrument-specific search
Additionally, a specific search was performed for each of the identified instruments. First, a developmental study was identified for each instrument. Then, a population and validation filter was applied (Supplementary material 1) to the list of citations stemming from the developmental study.

Data extraction
Data were extracted on the psychometric performance and operational characteristics of each PROM. Assessment and evaluation of the methodological quality of PROMs were performed independently by three reviewers adapting the London School of Hygiene appraisal criteria outlined in a previous review.10 These criteria were modified for our review (Supplementary material 2).

Reliability was assessed by looking at the test–retest reliability and internal consistency. Test–retest reliability refers to the stability of a measuring instrument over time; assessed by administering the instrument to respondents on two different occasions and examining the correlation between test and retest scores. Internal consistency refers to the extent to which items comprising a scale measure the same construct (eg, homogeneity of items in a scale) and is assessed by Cronbach’s α and item-total correlations.

Validity was assessed by examining the content and construct validity. Content validity relates to the extent to which the content of a scale is representative of the conceptual domain it is intended to cover and is usually assessed qualitatively during the questionnaire development phase through pretesting with patients, with patients involved in item generation. Construct validity looks at the evidence that the scale is correlated with other measures of the same or similar constructs in the hypothesized direction and is assessed on the basis of correlations between the measure and other similar measures, preferably based on a priori hypothesis with predicted strength of correlation.

Responsiveness refers to the ability of a scale to detect significant change over time and is assessed by comparing scores before and after an intervention of known efficacy or where other evidence indicates important change on the basis of various methods including paired t-tests, effect sizes, standardized response mean values, or responsiveness statistics. Ideally evidence of responsiveness will include high correlations between the change scores of the scale and relevant constructs preferably based on a priori hypothesis with predicted strength of correlation.

Interpretability relates to the degree to which one can assign qualitative meaning – that is, clinical or commonly understood connotations – to an instrument’s quantitative change in score. It can be assessed by estimating the precision of the measure when used at an individual patient level, by multiplying standard error of measurement with the standard score (z-value). In addition, minimal clinically important differences/changes can be calculated by relating change to an external anchor, either using mean change or receiver-operating characteristic curve method.

Floor/ceiling effects relate to the ability of an instrument to measure accurately across full spectrum of a construct. If a measure has >15% of participants achieving top or bottom score, this is indicative of a ceiling/floor effect.

Acceptability is a practical property of an instrument and reflects respondents’ willingness to complete it without feeling unduly burdened, indicated by, for example, response rates and completion rates.

Measurement properties for each instrument were assessed separately for hip, knee, or mixed hip/knee populations (depending on the availability of published studies). The information was then summarized into the appraisal summary tables, which rated the overall quality of evidence for each of the measurement properties. The scoring for each property is presented in Supplementary material 2. Three authors (KH, EG, and JD) reviewed their own respective sections, following which the results were cross-checked to ensure consistency of assessment and scoring across the reviewers.

Results
Identification of studies
The initial search in OVID yielded 3,774 abstracts. After removal of duplicates, the number of abstracts for assessment was 2,887 (Figure 1). Additionally keyword searches (combination of knee, hip, and orthopedics) in EconLit yielded 162 results, PROMs Database identified 454 results, and Dare had no results.

Handsearching of titles of the following key journals in the 6 months preceding the search was conducted:

- Health and Quality of Life Outcomes (1),
- Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (Am and Br) (1), and
- Journal of Arthroplasty (3).

Screening of articles and instruments
Out of 167 selected abstracts, ten abstracts were conference proceedings without full text, ten papers could not be found within the Oxford University Libraries, and one abstract was a book. One hundred and forty-six full-text articles were then screened for all PROMs that were analyzed. One
hundred and thirty-five instruments were initially identified from the selected full-text articles. A reliability exercise was performed on 16 full-text articles between two reviewers, and the agreement was 95% (38/40 questionnaires identified). After screening, 67 instruments were left. Additionally, if the instrument was not validated (developed for or subsequently validated) to be used in a population of patients undergoing hip or knee replacement surgery, it was also excluded.

An instrument-specific search was performed on each of the 67 identified instruments. By this method, 21 new validation papers (in addition to 42 developmental papers) in the targeted population were identified. Furthermore, on closer examination of shortlisted instruments, 21 initially identified instruments were additionally excluded (reasons listed in Supplementary material 3).

**Data extraction**

Relevant data on the psychometric performance and operational characteristics were extracted for each PROM. The summary texts (Supplementary material 4) were sent to
corresponding authors from the developmental study of each respective PROM, and further information was added as a result of this exercise. The appraisal summaries are presented in Tables 1–4.

Table 1 summarizes the evidence of measurement and operational performance applying the adapted appraisal criteria for the hip PROMs identified in this review. On the basis of the volume and quality of evidence, the Oxford Hip Score (OHS) clearly has the best evidence of measurement properties within the hip-specific PROM category. Within the “knee scores” subgroup (Table 1), the Oxford Knee Score (OKS; with the OKS-Activity and Participation Questionnaire, or OKS-APQ) demonstrated best evidence of its measurement properties within the knee-specific PROM category. The Knee Injury and Outcomes Osteoarthritis Score (KOOS) and the KOOS-Physical Function Short Form have some favorable evidence of their measurement properties, although in comparison with the OKS, the evidence is lacking and further evaluations are needed.

Table 2 summarizes the evidence of measurement and operational performance, by applying the adapted appraisal criteria to the lower limb and pain PROMs identified in these reviews. The best-performing lower limb measure for hip/knee patients is the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC), followed by the Lower Extremity Functional Scale. The WOMAC also performed best when applied to separate hip or knee groups. Satisfactory evidence of its measurements properties was generally lacking for all of the three identified pain measures (ICOAP, P4, McGill Pain-Short Form). ICOAP and McGill Pain-Short

Table 1 Hip and knee scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument group (groups tested)</th>
<th>Hip</th>
<th>Knee disorders subjective history (VAS) (k)</th>
<th>Knee</th>
<th>Lower limb core score (h/k)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instrument (group tested)</td>
<td>HOOS (h)</td>
<td>HRQ (h)</td>
<td>PSI (h)</td>
<td>OHS (h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of studies</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproducibility</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal consistency</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity: content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretability</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor/ceiling/precision</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Psychometric and operational criteria: “0” not reported; “−” no evidence in favor; “+” some limited evidence in favor; “++” some good evidence in favor; “+++” good evidence in favor; “−/+” mixed evidence.

Abbreviations: HOOS, Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; HRQ, Hip Rating Questionnaire; PSI, patient-specific index; OHS, Oxford Hip Score; KOOS, Knee Injury and Outcomes Osteoarthritis Score; KOOS-PS, KOOS-Physical Function Short Form; OKS, Oxford Knee Score; OKS-APQ, OKS-Activity and Participation Questionnaire; h, hip; k, knee; VAS, visual analog scale.

Table 2 Lower limb and pain scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument group (group tested)</th>
<th>Lower limb</th>
<th>Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOMAC (h/k)</td>
<td>MODEMS-HK/AAOS (h/k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limb core score (h/k)</td>
<td>WOMAC (h/k)</td>
<td>WOMAC (h/k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of studies</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproducibility</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal consistency</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity: content</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretability</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor/ceiling/precision</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Psychometric and operational criteria: “0” not reported; “−” no evidence in favor; “+” some limited evidence in favor; “++” some good evidence in favor; “+++” good evidence in favor; “−/+” mixed evidence.

Abbreviations: LEFS, Lower Extremity Functional Scale; WOMAC, Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index; WOMAC-SF, WOMAC Short Form; MODEMS-HQ, Musculoskeletal Outcome Data Evaluation and Management System Hip and Knee Core Scale; AAOS, American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons; ICOAP, Intermittent and Constant Osteoarthritis Pain Measure; h, hip; k, knee; N/a, not applicable.
Form had no evidence in favor of their responsiveness and P4 did not have any reported evidence of its responsiveness. Three utility and generic measures identified in the review are listed in Table 3. As with the pain scores, the evidence for utility PROMs was generally lacking, with the European Quality of Life Questionnaire scoring worse on construct validity and responsiveness than the Short Form 6D, and Health Utilities Index Mark 2 and Mark 3 (HUI2 and HUI3). On the basis of the volume and quality of evidence, among all identified generic measures, the Short Form 12 (SF-12) is clearly the most promising one.

Nine measures identified in the review were categorized as “other” scales. Table 4 summarizes evidence of their measurement properties. World Health Organization Quality of Life Instrument (WHOQOL-BREF), Aberdeen Impairment, Activity Limitation, and Participation Restriction (Aberdeen IAP), and Assessment of quality of life had the best overall evidence in this subcategory (on a mixed hip/knee population). However, the overall evidence of their validity was generally lacking.

### Discussion

This review has examined, in great detail, measurement properties of PROMs used in patients undergoing hip and/or knee replacement surgery. Generally, sufficient information on measurement properties is lacking for a large number of PROMs. The best-performing site-specific PROMs were the OKS, OHS, and (lower limb specific) WOMAC. The best-performing generic measure was SF-12.

Alviar et al published a systematic review of measurement properties of 28 PROMs used in hip/knee arthroplasty based on published evidence up to December 2009 (although...
using slightly different screening methods and appraisal criteria) and found WOMAC, OKS, and SF-36 to be the most comprehensively tested measures to date, with a need for more rigorous evaluation of reliability responsiveness and interpretability. Our review has updated this evidence, both in breadth (we have assessed 67 instruments) and time period (our search was until May 2014). Furthermore, a comprehensive review by Browne et al. favored the OHS and OKS (used alongside European Quality of Life Questionnaire 5D) as primary outcome measures of choice to be used in a national audit of hip and knee replacement surgery (NHSPROMS program).

The comprehensive evidence presented in this manuscript can be used by researchers, clinicians, and commissioners as a reference point when evaluating the potential usefulness of a measure in patients undergoing hip and knee arthroplasty, or informing the need for further research.

It should be noted that the standards (and indeed scope/tolerance) for reporting details of qualitative procedures and psychometric analysis have changed over the last 20 years, (very much so in the musculoskeletal literature), so that while measures that were devised earlier in that period have had longer time in which to accrue evidence of their measurement properties, they can frequently lack relevant detail specifically in relation to the development of the instrument. In the majority of cases, more detailed reports on PROMs will have been reported in more recent publications. This is probably in part a consequence of the evolution of methods (and terminology) over time and proliferation of recommendations about minimum standards and guidance on its reporting by various authors and dedicated organizations (eg. Streiner and Norman; COSMIN; and the US Food and Drug Administration). For these reasons, finding and appraising different measures require a comprehensive literature search. In addition, in some cases (and for the purpose of clarification or obtaining relevant unpublished information), it is helpful to contact authors involved in the original developmental studies, as we have done in this study.

It is the authors’ opinion that the preference for a primary outcome measure in this population of patients should be given to disease-/site-specific score, rather than generic, to ensure better coverage of the construct of interest and better responsiveness. In this review, we have identified the WOMAC, OHS, and OKS (with OKS-APQ) to be the most promising measures. Further research, however, on some of the missing measurement properties in these measures is wanting. For the WOMAC, further evidence on ceiling/floor effect, content validity, and acceptability is required in both hip and knee groups of patients. The OHS is currently lacking evidence on its ceiling/floor effects, and the OKS-APQ does not have detailed evidence of its interpretability published.

Conclusion
This review identified and reviewed the psychometric quality of 32 PROMs, which were developed and/or have been used in patients undergoing hip and/or knee replacement surgery. A large number of these measures lack essential evidence of their measurement properties in these groups of patients. On the basis of the review criteria, the measures with most complete evidence to date are the OHS (for patients undergoing hip replacement surgery) and the OKS, with OKS-APQ (for patients undergoing knee replacement surgery). While less specific, the WOMAC is the second most promising measure. Further research, as outlined in this summary, is required on almost all of the identified measures. Researchers can use the information presented in this review to inform further psychometric studies of the reviewed measures.
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